Unique Flexible Design
Acton®

The stacker’s unique Z-shape frame offers both comfort and style. It’s simple design allows an
almost infinite array of mix-and-match features and options.

Seating Solutions for a Variety of Environments

Contoured back
design provides
lumbar support

Upholstery available
for added comfort

Exclusive 14 gauge
tubular steel Z-shaped
frame design, with
16 gauge steel inner
reinforcement for
strength and durability

Waterfall seat
for ergonomic
leg support

Mar-resistant, textured
polypropylene seat and
back available in sixteen
standard colors

Our Mission
Tablet arms are offered in
standard and over-sized
dimensions for our regular
or heavy duty versions

Sculptured armrest attachment
is available for enhanced comfort

Powder coat
epoxy frame colors,
plus silver nickel
and chrome

Armless version allows for increased
mobility and easier access

Stacker chairs can be ganged together
with an optional welded clip connector

Since 1886, American Seating has set the standard for product design, durability and
comfort. Today, we remain committed to exceeding the expectations of our customers.
Our achievements serve as the platform for new and innovative products that continue
to be the benchmark of our industry.
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lessening our impact on the planet through
responsible stewardship of our environment.

A Timeless Classic

Choices for a Perfect Fit

Durable for Busy Common Areas

Created by award-winning designer Hugh Acton, the Acton chair is one of the most versatile chairs available.

Acton can be tailored to your application with sled-base, swing-away, caster base, pedestal,

Acton is perfect in waiting areas, large assembly venues, learning environments, labs,

Its ergonomically-sculpted seat and back provide comfort even after long hours of sitting. The iconic design of

and even tandem or beam mount models.

courtrooms, auditoriums, cafeterias, convention centers, libraries, training rooms,

®

Acton is timeless and offers unequaled flexibility to provide the correct chair for countless seating applications.

and general public seating areas.

Acton Stacker Sled-Base Chair
This versatile stacker is perfect for common areas
as single chairs or ganged together. It is available
with copolymer or case-hardened steel glide to
provide ease of movement. All models are available
with four upholstery options.
®

Plastic seat and back
Upholstered back
Upholstered seat pad
Upholstered seat and back

Acton Swivel and Fixed Pedestal-Mount Chairs
A unique chair for lecture hall, corporate training and jury box
applications, that features swivel mounting on a fixed steel column
pedestal base and rotates 360˚. Automatic self-centering allows all
chairs to face forward when unoccupied.
The fixed pedestal Acton is mounted on a pedestal base and
faces forward. Both chairs offer the option of a standard or
oversized tablet arm.

Acton Tablet Arm
The tablet-arm features a durable, mar-resistant laminate
writing surface and is offered in standard and over-sized
dimensions. Heavy-duty tablet arm is available and
engineered to support 300 pounds.

Acton Beam Mount Chairs
Designed for classrooms, lecture halls, and auditoriums,
this chair is supported on horizontal steel beams by
cast iron pedestals. Available with standard size folding
tablet arms, these versatile chairs can be installed
in curved or straight rows on level, inclined, or riser
platforms. Offered with or without arms.

Acton Caster Base Chair and Stool
Ideal for office, training facilities and lab applications, this
task chair has a swivel-tilt locking feature, an adjustable
range of 4-1/4", and can fit a variety of desk heights.
For counter height applications, the stool offers the same
features as the standard caster base, but has an adjustment
height of 10-1/4", plus has an adjustable foot ring.

Acton Tandem Seating
Designed for waiting areas, these seats are available in
moveable two, three, four and five seat configurations.

Acton Logo Chair
Custom embroidery options offer a great way to support
your school or promote your corporation.

Acton Tilt-Up
The tilt-up is designed specifically for arena applications
where access and egress are required. Raised seat displays
erasable area for numbering. This model is available with
or without arms, and with or without upholstery.

Acton Chair Dolly
This space-efficient dolly accommodates 26 non-upholstered
or 18 upholstered Acton stackers.
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